1. TCA proposes 3,473 new ideographs as candidates for the CJK Unified Ideographs Extension IRG Working Set 2015 Project. All of those ideographs are come from the MOE’s Dictionary of Chinese Character Variants (教育部《異體字字典》). The MOE’s Dictionary of Chinese Character Variants is the biggest official online dictionary for Chinese characters provided by our government, and commonly used by Taiwan people. It collected more than 100,000 Chinese characters from 63 dictionaries.

2. According to an annual project from BSMI (the Bureau of Standards, Metrology and Inspection), CMEX (the Chinese Foundation for Digitization Technology) had drafted the new version of CNS 14649. CNS 14649 can be seen as a Chinese version of ISO/IEC 10646. The current version of CNS 14649 was published on July, 2008, and it was corresponding to ISO/IEC 10646:2003 with ISO/IEC 10646:2003/Amd 1:2005. In order to align CNS 14649 with ISO/IEC 10646, the newly drafted CNS 14649 was based on ISO/IEC 10649:2014. This draft of CNS 14649 had passed the first stage review.
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